Facing the Insurance Quality Content
Dilemma (Part 1)
To offer expert insurance content, insurance marketing and communications executives find their
options are
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hiring agency counterparts who do not deeply understand the intricacies of insurance or internal
subject matter experts who do not want to become writers.
The dilemma is the direct result of two primary factors. First, there are few professionals who offer
insurance expertise and possess audience-focused communications training and experience.
Second, effective marketing heavily relies on producing magnetic and substantive content. Amidst
intensifying online competition, the C-Suite asks their internal marketing and communications
departments to become publishers of brand journalism without the additional resources to support
the effort.
Often, the C-Suite commonly does not want to accept that publishing is expensive. But it is. This is
why so many newspapers and magazines, even those offered online, no longer exist. In a world of
free content as a marketing approach, there is no option to sell advertising to underwrite the
expense of professional communicators.
_______________
Without understanding the audience,
inbound marketing will fail.
_______________

Those who appreciate and understand insurance tend to be professionals whose aspirations didn’t
include becoming writers. Experts in claims management, underwriting, risk management, actuarial,
statistics and other disciplines often despise writing. They began their careers not knowing that
branding and digital marketing would introduce the publish-or-perish mentality that academics have
struggled with for decades.
Such professionals are being asked to work beyond their skill sets while trying to maintain their core
competencies through endless hours of continuing education. So it is not surprising that producing
content by writing white papers or blogs becomes a hassle amidst their already busy days.
These experts find the writing process to be quite frustrating. After staring at a blank screen for
seemingly hours, their material is often unorganized or too complicated, making it difficult to read
and understand. As a result, the marketing and communications department must invest in heavy
editing and re-writing. It’s a time consuming and difficult process that can breed resentment on both
sides.
Further, this approach is likely more expensive. Asking highly-paid professionals to write diverts
their time and focus away from meeting client needs or rainmaking. Unfortunately, the C-Suite often
does not take all these factors into consideration.
Lacking Insurance Expertise
The other option is to hire public relations, marketing and other communications firms. Usually,
these well-intentioned companies lack deep and thorough insurance expertise.
The reality is that it takes years to understand the nuances of insurance. The industry not only has
several disciplines, but several functions and a multitude of insurance lines. This makes
finding expert insurance content writers even more difficult.
Workers’ compensation, for example, involves understanding different subjects including health
care, the claims process, return-to-work and disability coverage. Additionally, each state has its own
regulations and expectations. Personal auto, the largest property/casualty insurance line, focuses on
consumers so the approach is different compared to commercial lines such as general liability or
business interruption coverage.
Further, the traditional insurance paradigm is evolving to a data and analytics model. Insurance
executives, who tend to be conservative in nature, are still learning to maximize predictive modeling
so it extends beyond underwriting and pricing to addresses claims management practices and
marketing techniques. Forward-moving insurers are focusing on obtaining business intelligence
through predictive modeling, which is quite difficult to understand without insurance expertise.
Other disruptors, including artificial intelligence, changing regulations and policy sales via Internet
are also having a great impact on insurance companies and the vendors that serve them. Vendors
that want to expand into the insurance industry also struggle with understanding what insurers
really need, industry nomenclature or the right point person to contact.
Meanwhile, each insurance line faces its own struggles. Auto insurers see promise in telematics
when many consumers want personal privacy. Then there are “preoccupiers” such as Uber and Lyft
and driverless cars.
_______________
…the C-Suite commonly does not want to accept
that publishing is expensive.

_______________
Then there is the problem of truly understanding the needs of each customer type. Insurers are
vying for a greater piece of the growing demand for cyber coverage. However, policies are
inconsistent. Buyers – and even their agents – are struggling to know what should be included in
their coverage. The market potential for cyber insurance is enormous, but developing the right
policy per each specific customer profile remains a challenge.
For business insurance, a smaller company that lacks a risk manager or a really awesome agent or
broker will purchase based on price. Larger companies see the value of services and are
sophisticated enough to know that price is just one part of the equation. They want to know how an
insurer’s services will support risk management, claims processing and other areas. They also need
to be sold on the technology. All of this requires expert insurance content.
Another limitation is that marketing companies often approach digital marketing from a business
school rather than a journalism school approach. They lack professionals who understand how to
effectively produce materials. They are not trained in first rule of journalism, which is to understand
the audience. I often encounter companies that do not want to invest in determining customer needs
and pain points. Without understanding the audience, expert insurance content for inbound
marketing will fail.
So what is the solution? Check out Part 2 of Facing the Insurance Quality Content Dilemma.
In the meantime, please offer your comments below or drop me a line at
annmarie@insurancecommunicators.com.

